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you can use vs code to view, open, and debug source files (java or other
languages) and binary files (including compiled or msbuild-based
projects). for compiled projects, you can add debugging to a visual
studio project. you can see more details in debugging, vs code –
compiling, and debugging java code. or you can start the server
manually. power apps studio includes a startup script in the startup
folder called _logo.bat. you can run it directly on your workstation to
start the service. for a more user-friendly desktop experience, you can
start the service directly from the add/remove services applet in
windows control panel. you can set the startup type to automatic,
manual, or disabled. the startup type enables or disables the start of the
server on your next login. the dashboard package with source code, is
available in the source code package. we are also working on a csproj
based project infrastructure. and we would love to hear feedback about
this. please add any feedback here or on github. canvas sdk is a free,
open source framework for developing machine learning applications
using the microsoft cognitive toolkit (cntk) and the microsoft power bi ai
service. the sdk is maintained as an open source project in github.
finally, a big thanks to all our users that have been using our new beta
build. we are always looking to improve power apps studio, and we
would love to hear any feedback you have. you can report bugs here:
https://github.com/nusmvn-public/fmxuiappsdk/issues. and you can
provide feedback directly on github at https://github. you can also find
power apps studio on the microsoft
store:https://www.microsoft.com/store/apps/9wugdw83yg4q or you can
sign up for the free version on the app store: http://app.powerapps.com
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my map test5.1.55 has a wall in it and all it's surroundings have a white
space filled. i think that's all it takes..maybe some other bug. error

messages like "statement is empty" are displayed in studio. the older
map sources worked fine. thanks for the help is your software from a
different source? i am still on 1.5.11 from earlier this year and can't
provide much more information. i am open to the idea that this is a

compatibility issue with your existing software and not related to the
version. thank you, i downloaded the version and installed it. it didn't

work. the problem was that i was using a non oem version of canvas, so
it did not include the extensions needed to run the mapsource. i

changed over to the oem version and the mapsource is functioning.
thank you for your prompt and helpful responses. please do not convert
all your.msapp files to source files and throw away the originals. we are

working toward a day when you can do this, but that is not today. by
far, power apps studio is still the best place to edit a canvas app. we are
introducing a new way to manage and edit canvas apps, a companion to

studio, not a replacement. if you create this app and save it to
e:\sources\powerapps\apphub\tmsfmxui.aex, you can select the app and

navigate to a different group for the current app. this new navigation
functionality is available through the app launcher by power bi in the
new box. use the properties pane for customization. for a new user of

power apps studio, learn about the app designer by watching the video
on creating a canvas app. if you're a studio developer and want to learn

more about the studio api or syntax, watch the video, read the
documentation, or visit the developer gallery. we have additional
tutorials on our youtube channel and the documentation and we

appreciate any suggestions. 5ec8ef588b
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